TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
was happening all along the formal Rope-Walk? The very
bins of sand standing ready for action in the Watteau gardens,
the fire-ladders slanted ready for action against the walls . . . My
foot involuntarily sent a pebble spinning along the covered passage-
way as I turned to go home, and a cat, blinking and dozing under
the quiet-hedge, shot out and went tearing along after the pro-
vocative tinkle, in and out among the orderly stripes of sun and
prim shadows of the Walk.
CHAPTER III
"THE LIE OF THE LAND"
T HOPE the Military Tailors care as much as I have always cared,
JL for what they can see from their windows.
I left the little hotel at Brambleford in March, 1941, and went
to live two miles away across the Downs at the foot of the Danish
Camp. Here at Ruston Copthall, I was able to rent a most engaging
furnished cottage with a garden even more enchanringly furnished
by a fig-tree on a south wall, bearing leaves of green flame on its
coils of muted silver root and branch, and later on, fruit that could
be picked and eaten before breakfast, warm with the sun. I know
of no better furniture than a fig-tree, and have always thought
with longing of the room described I forget where in Greek
literature, with a tree growing up in the middle to support the roof,
and a bed of ox-hide dyed fig-purple stretched between the roots.
However, lacking a tree in my bedroom, I must have a view
from the window; "must" ?—but one remembers every Nannie's:
"There is no 'must*", so I had better say instead that I badly want
an open view from my window, and am resdess and unable to
settle down and be good unless I have it. My bedroom in the
cottage was full of light and good-humour, with a deep window-
seat, and a bow window that faced on to the garden enclosed
by old mellow walls; high pear-trees and birds hopping on the
lawn completed the picture, and you could not ask for anything
jMettier. Nevertheless, for the first few weeks I had those familiar
symptoms, reprehensible and ungrateful, of wondering what-was-
:wrowg^wi&^^	a chSdish desire to scowl at the lawn
in spite of its bright show of crocuses painted in orange and mauve;
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